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As a cancer survivor, Randy Becton knows firsthand the onslaught this disease brings on the
human spirit. His experience creates a special bond with fellow cancer patients, making his
encouragement even more powerful. In Everyday Strength he offers hope and comfort through
poetic prayers, Scripture, brief reflections, and uplifting thoughts for each day.Everyday Strength
deals honestly with topics such as depression, anger, fear, and loneliness. It guides those who
are fighting cancer toward spiritual and mental wellness in the face of physical illness. First
published in 1989, these thirty-three meditations are now repackaged with a fresh look for today.

From the Back CoverDiscover true hope and peace amidst the struggleEven as you fight against
cancer, you can bask in the love of your Father God and discover his amazing peace. Everyday
Strength provides comfort from Scripture and the poetic prayers of a fellow cancer survivor.
Each of these thirty-three meditations points to the total security available in God's presence.
Powerful, uplifting thoughts for each day guide you toward spiritual and mental wellness even in
the face of physical illness.Don't allow depression or bitterness to steal your joy. Find hope in the
midst of your fears by holding tight to the One who is stronger than your disease.Randy Becton
is minister at large with Herald of Truth Ministries. He is the executive director of Caring Cancer
Ministry in Abilene, Texas, which he founded after both he and his mother battled cancer. --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorRandy Becton is minister at
large with Herald of Truth Television. He is the executive director of Caring Cancer Ministry in
Abilene, Texas, which he founded after both he and his mother battled cancer. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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ForewordPrefaceAcknowledgmentsIntroduction: A Word as You BeginDay 1 Cancer: A
Formidable Enemy2 Body and Mind3 Get a Good Health Team4 Fight Enemies of the Spirit5
Learn What Survivors Believe6 Yes, God Cares7 Stay Spiritually Strong8 Support Your Immune
System—Lower Stress9 You Are a Valuable Human Being10 Time and You11 Rest Is Your
Friend12 Make Good Decisions13 Take Time to Feel Sorry14 Ask for Help15 Time Is on Your
Side16 Sort Out Your Best Beliefs17 Understand Depression18 Nutrition and Getting Well19
Sensible Suggestions from Preventive Medicine20 Make Your Nerves Behave21 Keep a Diary
for Yourself22 Where Is God When You Hurt?23 Killing Fear with Faith (1)24 Killing Fear with
Faith (2)25 Fight with All Your Mind26 Being in Control27 Take One Day at a Time28 Stretch
Your Heart toward Others29 Look Up to God: A Meditative Exercise in Praise30 Keep Your Soul
Well: A Meditative Exercise in Peace31 Talk to Your Loved Ones32 Your Minister’s Role33
Fighting Mental FatigueDealing with Depression in IllnessConclusion: You Can Be Well . . . Even
While You’re IllForeword Cancer turns your world upside down. Once a doctor uses the “c” word
and your name in the same sentence, you are suddenly and unexpectedly transported into a
world that is unfamiliar and overwhelming. Unless you’re a medical professional, you have to
quickly learn a whole new language. You have to figure out how to navigate the maze of medical
appointments and tests you can’t pronounce. You have to watch your family and friends react to
the news with sadness and concern that you are powerless to prevent or minimize. You have to
face your mortality and deepest fears. You come to the painful realization that you’re not as in
control of your life as you once thought. You feel vulnerable, weak, and frightened.Next to my



faith in God, what I needed most in those first unsettling weeks and months was a guide,
someone who had already walked the unfamiliar and overwhelming cancer journey. I needed to
know that some of the obstacles I would encounter on the path were normal, that it was okay to
stop, rest, and take care of myself along the way. I needed to know that there would be times
when the path would disappear altogether and my faith would be challenged, and that others
had survived the journey and emerged on the other side intact. I needed the wisdom and hope
that another cancer survivor can uniquely provide. While many people came alongside me and
provided comfort and encouragement, the people who helped me most were those who had
been there, who had walked the same path I was now on. Next to God himself, they gave me the
most hope.Cancer survivor and patient advocate, Randy Becton is just the kind of qualified
guide that I needed. He has both walked the path and now helps others navigate it. In Everyday
Strength, Randy provides weary travelers with a daily meditation that deals with one aspect of
the cancer journey. He covers all the bases, from sharing practical advice for dealing with the
physical side of cancer, to dealing with the raw emotions that can surprise and shock you. Each
meditation closes with a brief prayer that can help you talk with God when you can’t possibly find
the words yourself. And that’s by far my favorite part of this wonderful book. It points the cancer
patient to God, our source of strength for the journey and the one reality that no disease or
distress can ever change or take away.Dave DraveckyPreface Cancer patients have a deep
bond between each other. It’s a bond born of having faced a potent, deadly enemy. Tim Stafford
writes in Knowing the Face of God (Zondervan, 1986) that the one who has survived suffering
“embodies real hope” for other sufferers. He says those “who have suffered understand each
other in a way that others who have not suffered cannot.” Cancer patients often share comfort
with each other. That’s why I’ve written this devotional guide. I’ve been there.For thirty years I’ve
sought to bring encouragement and hope to cancer patients. My passion to do this work grew
out of my personal experience with my mother’s fight with cancer, and then later, my own battle. I
know firsthand the onslaught cancer brings on the human spirit. I know times when hope flickers
like a poorly lit candle, faith wavers like an unsteady walk in pitch darkness, and feelings of
abandonment flood the heart as it wonders, “Is there hope for my soul?”We’re talking survival
here! Perhaps only those who have been there fully understand, but we’re describing the critical
need to strengthen the cancer patient emotionally and spiritually for the battle against the
disease.I remember a would-be comforter who came into my room in the cancer hospital with a
gift book intended to encourage me: Cancer Ward by Solzhenitsyn. He reasoned that the
Russian writer’s experiences in the cancer ward would be “common ground” and perhaps
nourish my spirit. I found it instead depressing.It is my hope and prayer that the patient who
reads these writings will sense a brother in these pages and will draw strength from the comfort
of the Scriptures and the observations and prayers of a fellow patient. My counsel grows out of
my longtime study of the Bible, much time spent in a cancer hospital, and thousands of letters
from cancer patients. I pray you receive God’s everyday strength for your battle. May he give you
the victory.Acknowledgments I want to express appreciation to my wife, Camilla, for her constant



encouragement in the preparation of this guide to spiritual survival. Through her strong faith she
has made the largest contribution to my own spiritual survival through periods of bad health.I am
grateful to God who has allowed me the privilege to know so many wonderful people whose
spiritual strength in the midst of the experience of cancer has inspired me.Introduction A Word
as You Begin“You have cancer,” my doctor told me.I felt like you probably did: shocked,
frightened at first, later quietly desperate—and only faintly hopeful. That was November 1973,
only six months after my wife, Camilla, and I had shared in the joy of our third child’s birth.My
cancer was a lymphoma (cancer of the lymph system) at an advanced stage. Immediately after
my diagnosis, biopsy surgery was done; then I was rushed to M. D. Anderson Hospital and
Tumor Clinic in Houston, Texas, for further evaluation and treatment. During my weeks in the
hospital, I was started on a system of chemotherapy in an attempt to stop the growth of the
disease.Since that time I have had three other surgeries, two years of chemotherapy, and
dozens of clinic and laboratory visits. As I write you, I’m in a state of remission (inactivity of the
disease).Perhaps like you, I knew very little about the kind of cancer I had and knew nothing of
the treatment program. I was worried and apprehensive as I faced each test, each painful
treatment, and each discussion with the doctors. Looking back, though, I really appreciate the
abilities and personal concern of the doctors, nurses, and other medical personnel.Cancer is a
word which carries with it enormous fears and serious questions, especially when you or one of
your family faces it personally. Because of what I’ve been through, I have been asked to visit with
cancer patients and their families as they faced their crisis. These visits have helped me a great
deal, and I feel close to these people, though most are strangers. I also feel close to you as you
struggle with cancer. We’re fellow strugglers!I don’t know all that you’ve gone through, nor do I
understand your unique situation. I’ve asked, “Why?” like you have. I’ve had periods of
frustration, anger, even self-pity. I’m sure you understand that. Because we both have faced a
common enemy, I feel that we’d probably become friends if we had even a short time together.
Since it’s not possible for us to be together, I want to share some observations, Scriptures, and
prayers that have helped me deal with my situation.Think with me for a moment about what
cancer has done to you and me. First, it has attacked our sense of security and showed us very
clearly that there are some things over which we have no control. It has seriously threatened our
sense of well-being, our health, our life span, and the future of our home and family. I’ll admit that
there have been times when bitterness, fear, and despair have almost overwhelmed me.
However, cancer may have helped us accept two givens: how much we depend on other people,
and the uncertainty of the length of our life. Maybe you’ve always recognized your future had an
element of uncertainty about it. But now we both understand that much better than most people,
don’t we?If you are like me, cancer is also sharpening your focus on what is really important
about life. This is a time when we may have some regrets and may possibly make some
resolutions. We may promise that if our health is stabilized, we will live some areas of life
differently. I have found that I have to be careful not to dwell constantly on personal regrets, nor
go too far in making great resolutions, although some of each seem to be normal and probably



helpful.I know you’re giving these matters some real thought too. Maybe you feel that cancer
raises more questions than any of us can answer for ourselves, much less for others. There’s a
lot of truth in that, but I feel that I’ve made some progress, and that my approach might be helpful
to you. I’m sharing with you in a spirit of helpfulness. (Remember, we’re in this together!)Life for
me now is very special. I consider every day a gift—a deeply appreciated gift; I want to use it
fully. Orville Kelly, another cancer patient, said, “Make every day count.” The day may include a
period of medication, some physical discomfort, or real pain. It may be a day of doubts and
anxieties, but still I’m grateful for every day that is given to me. If we can fully live one day at a
time, rejecting self-pity or bitterness, we will have discovered a key to meaningful life that
remains hidden to millions of healthy people.My answer to insecurity has been to find something
so secure even cancer cannot threaten—a Father-son relationship to God.In my understanding,
the Bible suggests that my true identity is found in accepting God’s offer to be his child with all
the rights and privileges that go with it. Real security for me has come from saying yes to God’s
plan for my life.I believe that Jesus gives every willing person a relationship to God that nothing
can threaten. Jesus’s life on earth was painful. He understands exactly what we’re going through.
I’m finding through my experience that what he said about anxiety and trust, fear of the present
and fear of the future, and concern about loved ones is true.My outlook is filled with hope. I have
medical hope, as I am sure you do. Tremendous advances have been made through cancer
research; methods of treatment and control are constantly being improved. Many of us may
successfully battle this disease— and win. Others of us may be able to be long-term survivors.
Nevertheless, my deepest hope is not in research or treatment but in God. My security and
confidence grow out of my being a Christian. Cancer can’t threaten God’s plan for his sons and
daughters. This knowledge is my source of hope and peace.Whether you’re lying in a bed in the
hospital or at home when you read this, I want you to know that I understand some of what is
going through your mind: “Will I recover?”; “What about debts?”; “What about my family?”; “Can I
face the treatment tomorrow?”; “When will the pain stop?”; and many others.My prayer for you is
this:God, you gave my friend and me life. Cancer has turned our lives upside down. We ask you
for strength to struggle with it physically, mentally, and spiritually. We ask that you care for our
loved ones in your special way, and let us use this experience for something good in our lives. Be
very close to us; we pray in Jesus’s name. Amen.DAY 1Cancer: A Formidable EnemyGrowth of
abnormal cells—cells “gone berserk.”You think, “My life is over.” Has anyone ever heard this
diagnosis without fear, without panic?No respecter of persons—young, old, rich, poor, all races
and religions. One in four gets it.American Cancer Society: “Cancer is a group of diseases in
which there is uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells, which, if unchecked, will cause death.”How
do we get it checked? Your new identity: cancer patient. Your new task: get it under control!
Though fear is present, you are stronger than your fear.Your cancer is real, but you are
determined to be a survivor— you are stronger than your disease.Know your enemy—both the
disease and your obstacles to recovery.Living with UncertaintyMark 9:24 Immediately the boy’s
father exclaimed, “I do believe; help me overcome my unbelief!”One of life’s difficult assignments



is living with uncertainty. To leave the future in God’s hands without demanding a detailed road
map requires unusual trust. I believe “faith” involves making a decision to trust God and place my
future in his hand. It’s acceptance of not knowing, of not being certain of everything; but of being
absolutely confident of him. Doubts can exist, but they don’t affect the decision to trust; they only
affect my emotional capability to feel confident all the time.Reflect on the great definition given
by the writer of Hebrews:“Faith means being sure of the things we hope for and knowing that
something is real even if we do not see it” (11:1 NCV). People have always lived by faith. But we
live by faith in the God who made himself known through Jesus Christ. He is a God whom we
trust in the midst of life’s uncertainties.Father,Though my moods beEver changingAnd my eye of
faithEver waveringI ask your help inRememberingThat you love me steadfastlyAnd that you are
myTotal security.
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earthmother, “Blessings. I ordered this book for my husband who was recently diagnosed with
non-Hodgkins lymphoma after spleen removal and is undergoing chemotherapy. I struggled
with what to provide in terms of spiritual support, as he is Christian but not "religious." This book
appears to be a good "match" for him. He reads sections during chemo and before he goes to
bed. The book is a good blend of practical information/advice about cancer and treatments as
well as prayers and spiritual reflections. This blend seems to work well for him as a computer
networking engineer. Yesterday I saw tears on his cheeks after his reading, and he said "This
guy knows what he's talking about. It's exactly how I feel." Then I got tears in MY eyes. I'm so
glad he is being blessed and comforted by this work.  Thank you, Randy.”

Tamera Knight, “We read a chapter every night together which brings peace. My husband has
just been diagnosed with multiple myeloma- cancer within the bone marrow - shocked beyond
belief and grieving this book help both of us to feel peace every night after the daily reading”

Debbie L Miller, “... got this for a friend of mine and she loved it!. I got this for a friend of mine and
she loved it!!! She said she had been having a hard time explaining her feelings and this book
gave her words to do so!!!! Would buy againj”

wesixcooks, “Best book for cancer patients, or anyone going through a crisis!. This book is the
perfect companion for the cancer patient! I keep a separate notebook where I copy down the
day's Scripture. The author does not simply mouth cliches, or use Scripture references that were
only applicable to the Old Testament chosen ones. It is fresh, reassuring, truth.”

Amy, “everyday was the perfect message for what we were going through. After finding out my
husband possibly had Lymphoma, he was suddenly admitted to the ICU two days later with
multi-organ failure, Hodgkin's Lymphoma, Secondary HLH, and a whole slue of other issues. We
started to read this devotional together during the 4 month hospital stay, and by the grace of
God, everyday was the perfect message for what we were going through. I would recommend
this book to anyone facing cancer, and I plan to give this book to friends who hear the dreaded
"C" word.”

Jameson Callahan, “EXCELLENT GIFT! Bought another one for me!. I have given to three
friends with cancer and they got so much joy from it that I bought one for myself. It's good no
matter what your issues are. It is an encouragement and focus for anyone who has persistent
struggles.  The gals who got it as a gift said it was their favorite.”

L. Loker, “Encouraging words. You will use this book over and over again. The chapters are short
daily meditations that can help you to stay encouraged during your cancer journey.”



Jane, “Excellent and encouraging devotions!. Excellent devotions with very practical and
encouraging reminders. I love the format and this is one of my favorite books I’ve read during my
cancer journey. I highly recommend it to anyone!”

Mrs Diane B Hume, “Uplifting book. V helpful reading for my dad”

James S Wilson, “This is a very helpful book for a daily reading .... This is a very helpful book for
a daily reading for anyone going through the cancer journey. It's practical and can be read
repeatedly.”

The book by Randy Becton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 265 people have provided feedback.
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